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Dog Shaming
One day Benny the woodpecker awakens to the best tummy-rumbling smell ever
and discovers it’s something called waffles. He must taste them! He pecks on the
door of the waffle house, but he gets the boot. He tries to sneak in, but he gets
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swept away. Each time Benny tries, he just can’t seem to get to those delicious
waffles. The other forest animals laugh at him: “Woodpeckers don’t eat waffles!”
they say. But Benny has a brilliant plan. . . . Steve Breen has created a delightful
picture book with pitch-perfect humor and tons of visual gags that will keep
readers coming back for more! Now a Chicago Public Library Best of the Best Book
of 2016!

Pig the Elf
Life for a pug can be confusing. On the one hand, people stop in the street and
squeal at the cuteness of your appearance, but on the other people don't take too
kindly to your desires to fart at will or lick yourself in public. So how does today's
pug learn to navigate through the pitfalls of the modern world? With THE LITTLE
POCKET BOOK OF PUG WISDOM of course! Divided into two sections, this hilarious
guide will teach a pug everything he or sheÂ needs to know about life, love, and
everything in between-whether that's how to greet strangers or prepareÂ the
perfect meal.

I Love Pugs Coloring Book
From the award-winning creator of Pig the Pug comes another laugh-out-loud book,
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filled with holiday cheer!

Doug the Pug
Enjoy an entire coloring book devoted to the sweet, cute, and silliest of breeds: the
adorable pug. From inside scenes, outside scenes, pugs in hats, pugs on rugs,
every pug you'll want to hug. Illustrated by pug lover Jean Tumbagahan, this
coloring book also makes a great gift for any pug lover, adult or child. Wonderful
variety of images Pages printed single sided Stress relief: relax & enjoy! Every
page will make you smile Color test page & bonus Pages

The Little Pocket Book of Pug Wisdom
Zak George is a new type of dog trainer. A dynamic YouTube star and Animal
Planet personality with a fresh approach, Zak helps you to tailor train to your dog's
unique traits and energy level--leading to quicker results and a much happier pet.
Packed with everything you need to know to raise and care for your dog, this book
will help you communicate and bond with one another in a way that makes training
easier, more rewarding, and--most of all--fun!

Nabokov's Favorite Word Is Mauve
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What are our favorite authors’ favorite words? Which bestselling writer uses the
most clichés? How can we judge a book by its cover? Data meets literature in this
playful and informative look at our favorite authors and their masterpieces. “A
literary detective story: fast-paced, thought-provoking, and intriguing.” —Brian
Christian, coauthor of Algorithms to Live By There’s a famous piece of writing
advice—offered by Ernest Hemingway, Stephen King, and myriad writers in
between—not to use -ly adverbs like “quickly” or “fitfully.” It sounds like solid
advice, but can we actually test it? If we were to count all the -ly adverbs these
authors used in their careers, do they follow their own advice compared to other
celebrated authors? What’s more, do great books in general—the classics and the
bestsellers—share this trait? In Nabokov’s Favorite Word Is Mauve, statistician and
journalist Ben Blatt brings big data to the literary canon, exploring the wealth of
fun findings that remain hidden in the works of the world’s greatest writers. He
assembles a database of thousands of books and hundreds of millions of words,
and starts asking the questions that have intrigued curious word nerds and book
lovers for generations: What are our favorite authors’ favorite words? Do men and
women write differently? Are bestsellers getting dumber over time? Which
bestselling writer uses the most clichés? What makes a great opening sentence?
How can we judge a book by its cover? And which writerly advice is worth following
or ignoring? Blatt draws upon existing analysis techniques and invents some of his
own. All of his investigations and experiments are original, conducted himself, and
no math knowledge is needed to understand the results. Blatt breaks his findings
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down into lucid, humorous language and clear and compelling visuals. This eyeopening book will provide you with a new appreciation for your favorite authors
and a fresh perspective on your own writing, illuminating both the patterns that
hold great prose together and the brilliant flourishes that make it unforgettable.

Homeschool
By the time she?s two years old, Violet Van Winkle can fi x nearly any appliance in
the house. And by eight she?s building elaborate fl ying machines from
scratch?mind-boggling contraptions such as the Tubbubbler, the Bicycopter, and
the Wing-a-ma-jig. The kids at school tease her, but they have no idea what she?s
capable of. Maybe she could earn their respect by winning the blue ribbon in the
upcoming Air Show. Or maybe something even better will happen?something
involving her bestever invention, a Boy Scout troop in peril, and even the mayor
himself! A classic underdog story full of humor and sweetness and retro pizzazz,
Violet the Pilot is both endearing and adorable. It?ll fl y right into your heart.

L.a. Neo Noir Novel, Film, and Script Festival
The 266-page Cavalier King Charles Spaniel Handbook is the most up-to-date and
in-depth book on Cavaliers. This is essential reading for anyone getting a Cavalier
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puppy, adult or rescue dog & the only reference book you'll ever need. It guides
you from Day 1 right through to caring for your dog in old age. British canine
author Linda Whitwam has teamed up with accredited experts to answer the
dozens of questions every new & potential owner has. Together they provide a
blueprint for a rewarding lifelong partnership between you your new arrival.
Cavaliers are unique dogs. Packed full of insider tips from established breeders,
this book helps you understand what makes your Cavalier tick, then how best to
respond & take care of him or her. Puppies - Learn: Getting Through the First Few
Days & Nights Where Should Puppy Sleep? Typical Cavalier Traits Understanding
Your Puppy & Building a Bond Crate Training & Housetraining Obedience Training,
incl. Sit, Stay, Recall, Lead & Clicker Training Dealing with Unwanted Behaviour
Puppy Biting Socialization What Cavaliers DON'T like How Often to Bathe & Groom
Your Cavalier Feeding a Puppy, Adult & Senior Dog Exercise - How Often & How
Much? If you haven't got your puppy yet, save money & potential heartache by
following our guidelines: Where NOT to Buy a Cavalier From How to Spot a PoorlyBred Pup How to Find a Good Breeder & Questions to Ask How to Pick a Healthy
Pup or Adult Dog Choosing the Right Temperament Male or Female? PuppyProofing Your Home Finding & Caring for Rescue Cavaliers Cavalier Health is
covered in depth, including Ailments which can Affect Cavaliers, The Heart,
Allergies, Ear Infections, Skin Issues, Spaying, Neutering, Vaccinations, Worming &
De-Fleaing. Recognising symptoms of ill health early on can prevent a chronic
condition & save a fortune in vets' bills. NOTE: This is not a glossy coffee table
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book, this is a detailed step-by-step reference manual on how to take care of your
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel The Canine Handbooks is the leading series of dog
breed manuals, here are a few reviews: "This is a very complete & comprehensive
book about French bulldogs. I would highly recommend this book to new puppy
owners & people wishing to learn more about the breed," SUSAN SIMON, Secretary,
FRENCH BULL DOG CLUB OF AMERICA (French Bulldog Handbook) "This bookis well
written, easy to follow. You can jump to issues you may have or read it cover to
cover. It is a book that you will go back to over and over. It covers everything; well
worth buying," MARY GOSLING, Founder, BRITISH COCKAPOO SOCIETY (Cockapoo
Handbook) "Brilliant book! There is everything you need to know about Schnauzers
in this book, truly a great insight into these beautiful dogs from start to finish,"
G.M. HICKEY, LONDON, UK (Schnauzer Handbook) "An EXCELLENT BOOK, well
written & informative, an absolute must-have. Very breed specific, unlike lots of
other books, this has been written by someone who knows the breed. If you are
thinking of getting a Pug you need this book, 10/10," D. BEECHAM, SOUTH WALES,
UK (Complete Pug Handbook)

Doug the Pug
Alfred, a pug, is made to feel inferior by a cat, a parrot, and the other
neighborhood dogs, until a new dog moves in next door and helps Alfred to realize
he is fine just the way he is.
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Violet the Pilot
The world's greediest pug won't play fair, and he'll do just about anything to win!

Woodpecker Wants a Waffle
When Friedman moved to New York City, he missed the dogs that had surrounded
him growing up. He began photographing dogs on the street, and posting them on
his blog, The Dogist. Whether because of the look in a dog's eyes, its innate
beauty, or even the clothes its owner has dressed it in, every portrait in this book
tells a story and explores the dog's distinct character and spirit.

Creative Coloring Animals
Slipcase with Velcro closure 20 blank folded cards (5 images), 20 envelopes.

What Really Makes America Great
Norbert's Little Lessons for a Big Life
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From being spray-painted onto walls and trains, to enjoying acclaim in galleries
and museums, the graffiti movement has changed. Far from being viewed as
mindless vandalism, graffiti, or urban street art, has become prized as a highly
valued and socially relevant art form. Renowned graffiti artist KET selects 38 of the
most influential and pioneering urban artists from around the world who have
driven this transformation. Alongside selections of their artwork, KET explores their
mediums, methods and backgrounds, and why they've chosen to challenge
classical ideas of art to convey messages about urban culture. From well-known
names such as Banksy, Shepard Fairey and Blek le Rat to superstars of the
underground movement, these are artists who have moved far away from the
clichéd lettering and tags to develop individual styles that reflect and critique
modern life. Urban Art Legends is the perfect companion for anyone wanting to
learn more about this vibrant, exciting and constantly evolving art form.

Lost Dogs and Lonely Hearts
Doug the Pug is a charming little baggy dog. Here, he shares tales of his busy life
as a working dog.

The Cavalier King Charles Spaniel Handbook
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Each of the 4 new titles in this series offers 30 original ready-to-colour drawings
from talented artist Valentina Harper. You don't need to have the skills of an artist
to enjoy these relaxing and creative activities. Each book includes valuable tips on
patterning techniques. Best-selling craft author Marie Browning joins the fun with
inspirational colouring advice. Printed on high quality extra-thick paper, Color a
Doodle colouring books are perfect for decorating with coloured pencils, gel pens,
watercolors, and more.

Impulse
What?! You've never heard of Crusoe the celebrity dachshund?! You must be living
under a rock! Or at least that's what Crusoe thinks. He's the self-proclaimed
"wiener dog who thinks he's more of a celebrity than he really is" (until now!).
Crusoe is the star of his wildly popular blog of the same name, winner of the 2013
AND 2014 Best Pet Blog Award. That's right two years in a row! Because Crusoe is
a talented and ridiculously photogenic miniature dachshund with a big personality,
stunning fashion sense, and an insatiable penchant for whimsy. Perhaps you know
him better by his infamous alter ego, BATDOG? We thought so. This is Crusoe's
New York Times bestselling book debut and he's so excited to share it with all of
his adoring fans. Now everyone can stare lovingly into his big brown eyes and
admire his wit and many costumes any time they choose. Crusoe is certain that his
book will make the perfect gift for dog-lovers of all ages. He wants to be accessible
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to his fans so you can really get to know the mutt behind the mask, the pooch
behind that signature sexy pout; the pup with a heart of gold. Can't miss Crusoe
Features in the Book: The adventures of BATDOG and Robin Cooking with Crusoe
Dr. Crusoe, the Dentist, and Malpractice International travels with the worldliest of
adventure dogs Partners in crime with Crusoe and twin brother Oakley

Unlovable
For all lovers of dogs and adventure, come experience Kelly and Loki the Wolfdog’s
world together, as they explore the country and inspire those around them,
revealing the endless possibilities between a man and his four-legged companion.
During a blizzard in 2012, Kelly brought Loki—a husky/arctic wolf/malamute
mix—home. Growing up in a family that took dog ownership very seriously, Kelly
had his fair share of experiences with large dogs. But Loki was different. Instead of
the dog entering into Kelly’s world, Kelly felt that he had to listen closely to Loki
and enter into his world. At that time, Kelly decided that he would do everything
possible to not leave him behind at the house. They started backcountry
snowboarding together when Loki was four months old, and before his third
birthday, he’d seen most of the western United States. Loki the Wolfdog has
developed a massive following across social media. With 1.5 million followers on
Instagram and 140,000 likes on Facebook, people have grown to love following
Kelly and Loki’s adventures. Starting out just for fun, Kelly started an Instagram
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account for Loki documenting their escapades. The story was later picked up by
numerous websites, giving them unexpected exposure. Realizing that they now
have a voice in the social media community, they want to give back and inspire
others to get out, explore the world, and make memories with their pups. Loki the
Wolfdog has a massive following, because people have enjoyed watching Kelly and
Loki’s undeniable bond. The story is both philosophical and visual: an invitation to
experience life through Kelly and Loki’s eyes.

Coloring Cat Farts: A Funny and Irreverent Coloring Book for
Cat Lovers (for All Ages)
This is a lively account of one of the most important and overlooked themes in
American education. Beginning in the colonial period and working to the present,
Gaither describes in rich detail how the home has been used as the base for
education of all kinds. The last five chapters focus especially on the modern
homeschooling movement and offer the most comprehensive and authoritative
account of it ever written. Readers will learn how and why homeschooling emerged
when it did, where it has been, and where it may be going. Please visit Gaither's
blog here: http://gaither.wordpress.com/homeschool-an-american-history/

The Dogist
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Hailed by L.A. Weekly as the festival with "The World's Sexiest Darkest Crime Short
Films," L.A. Neo Noir Novel, Film, and Script Festival really rocks! "I would never be
having this opportunity if it wasn't for you," rants Derek Cianfrance, Director of the
Academy Award nominated Blue Valentine, as he speaks of his dear friend Carey
Westbrook, the festival's founder and director. George Tillman Jr., director of the
Academy Award nominated Men of Honor, has also been guided by Westbrook.
Now you too may behold Westbrook's finest protégés from L.A. and around the
world in this sixty minute tour de force, the only festival in the world that makes
movie trailers of every screenplay submission. You will experience Westbrook's top
fifty selections in this movie. You will witness the entire festival in a sixty minute
movie version. No other festival on the planet earth does that, because no other
festival compares to L.A. NEO NOIR NOVEL, FILM, AND SCRIPT FESTIVAL also
featuring spectacular burlesque dancing performances from Tonya Kay's Pin-Up
Pole Show and the France flavored tango of Cabaret Versatile.

My Secret
100 new and classic images of popular Instagram celebrity Jimmy Choo the Bull
Terrier On Rafael Mantesso's thirtieth birthday, his wife left him. She took their
cookware, their furniture, their photos, their decorations. She left Rafael alone in
an empty all-white apartment. The only thing she didn't take was their bull terrier,
whom she'd named after her favorite shoe designer: Jimmy Choo. With only Jimmy
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for company, Rafael found inspiration in his blank walls and his best friend and
started snapping photos of Jimmy Choo as he trotted and cavorted around the
house in glee. Then, when Jimmy collapsed in happy exhaustion next to the white
wall, on a whim Rafael grabbed a marker and drew a new world around his gingereared pup. Suddenly, Rafael felt his long-dormant inspiration—for drawing, for art,
for life—returning. The result? Hundreds of charming and cheeky images
chronicling the owner and dog's relationship and adventures, including poses in a
Star Wars stormtrooper helmet, passed out with liquor bottles, and as the shark in
Jaws. Mantesso's Instagram feed quickly garnered fans from all over the world and
caught the attention of major media outlets like Today, The Huffington Post, USA
Today, and the Daily Mail, as well as Jimmy's namesake, the luxury shoe brand
Jimmy Choo Ltd. Now, Mantesso presents a definitive selection of new and classic
images of Jimmy and includes the backstory of how the two became such great
collaborators. As heartwarming as it is hilarious, A Dog Named Jimmy will delight
animal lovers everywhere. From the Hardcover edition.

Loulou the Pug
Meet Catwad! He's blue, a bit of a grouch, and his best friend is a dim-witted cat
named Blurmp who can see the bright side of anything. From pizza and computers,
to love and happiness, this crabby tabby has a funny take on just about
everything.
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I Am Doug the Pug
Creative Action Network founder and CEO Max Slavkin says this art series was
inspired by a widespread interest in creating art to challenge the current political
climate. Throughout the first 100 days of Donald Trump's presidency, 100 artists
came together to illustrate the things that already make America great. The
project has continued beyond those initial 100 days and 100 artists. Each spread of
the book contains an artist’s statement on the left and artwork on the right side.
The art touches on several issues and topics, including religious freedom,
immigration, energy solutions, plurality—and even bourbon. It features a foreword
by Steven Heller, an American art director, journalist, critic, author, and editor who
specializes in topics related to graphic design.

Hot Dogs A-Z 1000 Piece Puzzle
Robot has lost his arm -- can you help him find a new one? Step into a charming
mechanical world invented by a striking new picture book artist. One morning, a
robot wakes up to find he is missing an arm. He and his robo buddy search inside
and outside the house, through a garden, an amusement park, a library and even a
candy shop, but it's nowhere to be found. Where can the arm be, and what might
make a suitable replacement? A lollipop? A fish bone? How about a fork? Can You
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Find My Robot's Arm? humorously invites children to explore the beautiful and
intricate hand-cut images of Chihiro Takeuchi.

A Dog Named Jimmy
A New York Times Bestseller Doug the Pug is the king of pop culture. More than
seven million adoring fans on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Snapchat can’t
get enough of him. Doug spreads love everywhere he goes, and now with his
literary debut, he’s coming to living rooms around the world. It’s hard to find a
more well-connected pup than Doug. He’s homies with the hottest stars out there:
Justin Bieber, Steven Tyler, Ed Sheeran, John Legend, and Chrissy Teigen, to name
just a few. Did you catch him in Fall Out Boy’s latest music video? Doug can ball
with the best of them. He’s a rising star and everyone’s favorite squishy face. Doug
has made appearances at music festivals including Lollapalooza and the Billboard
Hot 100 Music Fest, but he doesn’t let fame go to his head. Doug is a humble pug,
but the people have asked for more, so he’s obliged with this awesome New York
Times bestselling collection of photos. Doug is a fashion icon, a culinary gourmand,
a music enthusiast, and an all-around happenin’ guy. This book is just a sneak
peek at some of his greatest adventures so far. From his furry heart to yours,
enjoy!
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The Complete Guide to the Cane Corso
From Southern California castaway to Hollywood heartbreaker, Tuna the Chiweenie
has won the adoration of millions. Now the charming and unconventional pooch
has his own book, filled with more than a hundred all-new photographs and witty
commentary to give fans an intimate and hilarious look at the Internet's most
prized pup. Tuna's cartoonish looks-with an exaggerated overbite, a recessed
jawline, and a wrinkly neck-are truly one of a kind. And yet his quirky appearance
is no match for his unique perspective on life, overcoming his proclivity for staying
in bed all day to keep his eye on the (bacon-flavored) prize. Teaming up with his
owner, Courtney Dasher, Tuna shares a behind-the-scenes look at his daily
exploits, which include sleeping, sunbathing, wearing bow ties, playing with toys,
and melting hearts. Packed with witty and endearing images of this ridiculously
adorable pup, Tuna Melts My Heart is sure to delight the underdogs in us all!

Wild Together: My Adventures with Loki the Wolfdog
Pug-perfect pictures to brighten up your day. Loulou the pug is an Instagram
sensation: with over 74,000 followers she will do anything to get a coveted 'like'.
From donning hats made out of pineapples and banana skins, to dressing up as a
birthday gift, this dog has no shame! LouLou The Pug is a combination of Loulou's
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most liked pictures on Instagram, and some new shots that will definitely make you
laugh. This is a humourous, stylishly designed gift book for pug-lovers, doglovers—even cat lovers!—or anyone in need of a giggle. The pictures are colorful
and expressive, following Loulou's day-to-day moods. There is no way you won't
love this book.

The War for Late Night
A collection of artfully decorated postcards with secrets anonymously written on
them by people from all over the world and sent to the founder of PostSecret, a
community art project that evolved into a website.

Can You Find My Robot's Arm?
Discusses the life and interests of social media star Doug the Pug.

Urban Art Legends
A dramatic account of the politics and personalities behind NBC's calamitous
attempt to reinvent late-night television. When NBC decided to move Jay Leno into
prime time to make room for Conan O'Brien to host the Tonight show-a job he had
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been promised five years earlier-skeptics anticipated a train wreck for the ages. It
took, in fact, only a few months for the dire predictions to come true. Leno's show,
panned by critics, dragged down the ratings-and the profits-of NBC's affiliates,
while ratings for Conan's new Tonight show plummeted to the lowest levels in
history. Conan's collapse, meanwhile, opened an unexpected door of opportunity
for rival David Letterman. What followed was a boisterous, angry, frequently
hilarious public battle that had millions of astonished viewers glued to their sets. In
The War for Late Night, New York Times reporter Bill Carter offers a detailed behindthe-scenes account of the events of the unforgettable 2009/2010 late-night season
as all of its players- performers, producers, agents, and network executivesmaneuvered to find footing amid the shifting tectonic plates of television culture.

Doug the Pug: Food for Thought
An irresistible novel about women, men, and the dogs that own them. Thirty-nine
year old Rachel is having a really bad year. After losing her job and breaking up
with her boyfriend, Rachel has inherited her late aunt's house, her beloved border
collie, and a crowded rescue kennel, despite the fact that she knows almost
nothing about dogs. Still, considering her limited options, she gamely takes up the
challenge of running the kennel. And as Rachel starts finding new homes for the
abandoned strays, it turns out that it might not just be the dogs that need
rescuing.
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Pug Shots
Put together this 1000 piece family puzzle from Mudpuppy to reveal a series of
playful "Hot Dogs" that represent each letter of the alphabet. This fun and eyecatching design is by Carolyn Gavin. The pieces come packaged in a sturdy and
easy-to-wrap box, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage. - 1000 pieces Assembled puzzle measures: 20 x 27" (25 x 68.6 cm) - Package measures: 8.25 x
11.25 x 2" (25.7 x 21.6 x 5 cm) - Contains small parts: not suitable for children
under 3 - Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic inks

Pig the Winner
Pug and Lady Miranda are off to the seaside! Pug is dreaming of naps under the
beach umbrella, but when a little mishap means he has to wear an eyepatch,
things quickly get a lot less snoozy! Soon Pirate Pug and his ragtag crew of friends
find themselves on the trail of buried treasure. They have to reach the island
where X marks the spot before the other pirates beat them to it. There's just one
problem – Pug is scared of water! Laura James's fourth book about a roly-poly pug
and his best friend, Lady Miranda, is perfect for fans of Claude and Squishy McFluff
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Doug the Pug
Who is Doug the Pug? Just the most beloved dog on the Internet! Now you can dig
in with Doug and discover all his favorite foods, plus much more! Dig in with Doug!
Stuff yourself full of Doug's favorite phrases, memes, and of course food! Each
page will have your mouth watering for more of Doug's clever commentary on the
world of pizza, doughnuts, and ice cream around him!

Doug the Pug
Norbert, the internet’s most popular therapy dog whose “cuteness is transcendent”
(Time), shares the lessons he’s learned from being a three-pound hero and
philanthropist, demonstrating that you don’t need to be big to make a big
difference in the world. Philosopher, intuitive healer, and fashion-forward snappy
dresser, Norbert the tiny, mixed-breed therapy dog with a big heart shares his
lessons on friendship, individuality, family, love, and more to help you shift your
perspective and focus on what really matters in life. With fifty adorable full-color
photographs throughout the book, Norbert aims to continue spreading smiles,
inspiring kindness, and bringing comfort to those in need.

Crusoe, the Celebrity Dachshund
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Also known as the Italian Mastiff, the Cane Corso is a large dog with a lot of love
and affection for the family. However, they are also one of the best guard dog
breeds. Like other guard dogs, their appearance is part of what makes the Cane
Corso so intimidating. Its regal appearance hides the fact that this is a breed that
can be incredibly playful. They are also loath to be away from their family. There is
no doubt that they make great guardians, but proper training and socialization
makes them a perfect family dog that can go with you anywhere – which will make
everyone happy. Cane Corsos can be great guardians, but the vast majority of the
time, they are goofy pups that consider themselves lap dogs – you need to let
them know that isn’t the case early if you don’t want a 110-pound dog trying to
claim your lap. Unlike other mastiffs, the Cane Corso is easy to train as they are
real people pleasers. They are not a good breed if you have not had a dog before
or if you don’t have time for regular training and exercise. However, you really
could not ask for a better breed when it comes to protection, playing, and
affection.

Tuna Melts My Heart
Featuring dozens of ready-to-frame coloring pages, Coloring Cat Farts is the
purrrfect companion for creative cat lovers who like to have a good time.
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Pirate Pug
A latest tale set in the world of Jumper finds Cent, the daughter of a man brutally
pursued by the government and other dangerous adversaries for his ability to
teleport, triggering an avalanche while illegally snowboarding and discovering her
own teleporting abilities.

Zak George's Dog Training Revolution
Based on the web phenomenon Dogshaming and containing photos that are allnew and exclusive to the book, this hilarious album showcases adorable snapshots
of shamed pups confessing their biggest - and grossest - sins.

It's Me
Get in on the fun with the "King of Pop Culture" Doug the Pug as he eats his way
around the world in this delightful coloring book, packed with dozens of
illustrations and fun activities. Whether he’s cozying up on the couch with take out
and television, hanging out with celebrities on the red carpet, or attending the
latest music festival, Doug the Pug has stolen hearts around the world. In this
adorable coloring book, join Doug on his adventures sampling a wide range of
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wonderful flavors from country to country and coast to coast. Along with 75
illustrations that capture the planet’s most famous pug with his local snack of
choice, this charming coloring book includes entertaining themed interactive
activities. As adorable as its namesake, Doug the Pug is a must-have for the king’s
fans, dog lovers, and coloring enthusiasts of all ages.
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